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Animal like animals and water

Amazons Birds, dolphins and otters all share a similar they all are dying and going extinct.

I say that an organization should be created to stop deforestation. This is because the Amazon rainforest gives

us clean water and is home to many cute animals.

For example the Hyacinth Macawis is a beautiful blue bird, but they are being traded illegally and there's

only a few left in the forest. Giant Otters are also endangered and this is because of water pollution, Fishing in

the area that is close to them, and capturing and habitat destruction, this is caused by humans that live close to

them or want to trade them for money.As well for the pink dolphin it is close to extingin this is because people

throw trash in the ocean/river and the dolphins will think it is food eat it and die. Meaning it is caused by water

pollution.

Not only will it damage the animals inside of it, but also the water it makes and needs. When people cut

down the trees there will be less clouds and if there's less clouds then there's less rain, less rain less

plants/trees/water/snow meaning less water to live. And if we include deforestation there will be less oxygen to

breathe and live. Trees also collect moisture and carbon dioxide, meaning there will be more carbon dioxide and

that makes the earth hotter and drier and makes playas all over the world, meaning that we won't have food or

water to keep us alive.



The only way for this to work is If we stop cutting down wood then there will be more Oxygen and

water, bigger homes for the animals, more animals mining that they can repopulate and if we let them populate

we will be able to see them in the wilderness.  There will also be more colder because they observe carbon

dioxide and water will be cleaner.



Project Rubric
Final Paper:

Paragraphs Description Points

Introduction Contains a clear thesis and accurately describes the
topic of the paper and why it is being written

3   2   1   0

Argument 1
Argument explains why it is important to protect the

Amazon Rainforest, is clear, and uses 3 pieces of
information from your sources to support your thesis

4   3   2   1   0

Argument 2
Argument explains why it is important to protect the

Amazon Rainforest, is unique and different from
argument 1, is clear, and uses 3 pieces of information

from your sources to support your thesis

4   3   2   1   0

Action Plan

Paragraph contains an action plan that describes
programs and actions you would take in order to better

protect the rainforest and the animals that live there.
Your action plan must be specific with details that

would help the government put it into use.

4   3   2   1   0

Conclusion Contains clear thesis and summarizes the main ideas
of your paper

3   2   1   0

Grammar/
format Paper uses proper grammar, format and spelling

throughout
2   1   0

Final Paper Points: 20/_________
Materials:

Peer Edit
Completed peer edit assignment with thorough notes about
your paper. Clear evidence that your partner has read and
given you feedback to help improve your essay

3    2    1    0

ResearchTable Completed research table with information about which 4
sources you used and what information you included in
your essay.

2   1   0

Materials Points: 5/________ Total Points: 25/_____________


